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They had me cited on KKK day in 2011, they tried to guillotine me (drive me nuts) on KKK day in 2015, they tried to
guillotine me again, on Robert E. Lee’s birthday in 2016, and my 9-11 theories reference the KKK and Robert E. lee
repeatedly. They seem to have come out of the woodwork with the last election, with Trump, the 45 th president,
exclaiming “Big OIL is back!”. His rhetoric suggests a Fascist inclination. Also the number 45 coincides with the zodiac
calendar, which the Unknowns use symbolically as their calling card, and is everywhere in the details of 9-11.
They stage the cops all the time, they easily take over a supermarket, they took over a police station years ago to stop a
report, they can even have FBI security turn me away at the door, for simply dropping off a report. They took over the
work area at an overseas oil company, waging their psychological warfare, like I was a punching bag. They even got me
the job there, but at a less salary than the others. I suspect the Guillotine (secret operation to drive targets nuts), is
connected to the foundations, established by Big Oil, where I suspect all the diabolical research is done, and not at
Langley. They also impersonate medical personnel, which sounds like the CIA. Who has the authority to tell a hospital
what to do. “do not trrrrrreat heem!”
In 2011 I was cited on KKK day, which is beyond coincidence. They were at all the large installations at Mcdonnel
Douglas, Hughes before it was Raytheon, TRW, Northrop, Sun Oil, involving workers in their psychological warfare. The
list goes on. They even took over the District Attorneys office, the US attorney’s office. They even had a cop try to drive
me nuts in 2011, after they hit me with the Guillotine. They even had the FBI website altered, to make it difficult to
contact agents at DC HQ. Who has the influence to rig major jobsites to exclude specific individuals.
They seem to be perfecting an illegal operation (driving targets nuts), and they need human subjects to beat up on, and
they’ll stop at nothing, to continue the operation, which includes maintaining secrecy at all costs (I write this amidst
concussions and marinating my brain to force memory loss). Sounds like Hitler all over again, experimenting on people.
Of course the 9-11 tragedy overshadows my situation, but to add perspective, they have me in a virtual prison, to
maintain secrecy. They employ a secret army and quarantines to maintain the virtual prison. Their targets live in these
virtual quarantines (filtering all communications and contacts), so the Unknowns can safely try out their secret warfare,
without fear of exposure. Sounds like the Gestapo all over again.
They decide which emails go out, which come in, they decide which voice mails come in (just last November my service
provider, started blocking all voice mails). They routinely intercept my phone calls, that’s how they got me fired 3 times
in 13 months, 7 times in 4.5 years. That’s how they made me homeless in 2005, and that’s how they screwed up my TM
jobs. They control where I work, so I’m usually working for them, and the jobsite is typically used as a platform to attack,
like with the Guillotine (a secret operation to drive targets nuts), employing tactics they perfected in the past, so I’m like
a guinea pig (‘okaaaay letz trrrry dees againe, see wha appen dees time’). They ban major job sites thru obstruction, they
ban news sites thru obstruction, they even banned my website from updates, thru obstruction.
They also have me infested with parasites, likely an elimination tactic (It looks like worm desease). They’ve blocked all
medical treatment, since 2011 when I visited hospitals 11 times. Now I’m on MediCal and still haven’t been treated.
So I’m like a pre Civil War slave, with the virtual prison taking away my Liberty and Pursuit of Happiness. With my skills,
education and experience, I should be a millionare, instead they have me homeless living in a beatup van (essentially
helpless money wise, which makes the quarantines easier).
After I jumped on the 9-11 story and wrote about it on the website (its like a pre Civil War slave mocking his master,
“you gettin it now boy”), I lost my house, my condo, my mercedez, my new SUV, I most of my possessions, and they
swooshed at me with the Guillotine, during the 9-11 hearings, (where they all pointed to the Wall). Back then when I had
the condo, my former tenant even ran up a $40,000 tab, and didn’t pay up. So it was like during the Roman times, I was
destroyed financially for my defiance, “This is America, the land of the free, you can’t treat me like that” “I’m gonna turn
you guyz in” I know you did 9-11”.
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